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 بسم الله الرحمن الرحيم

Statement from 

Harakat Al-Shabaab Al-Mujahideen & Hizbul Islami 

1432 H 

__"The year of Unity"__ 

All praise is due to Allah who said: “Verily Allah loves those who fight in His cause in ranks as if 

they were a solid structures”, and prayers and peace be upon the leader of the Faithful who said: 

“And I declare obligatory upon you five things; Allah has commanded me to do so. They are: 

listening and obeying, Jihad, Hijra and community” 

It is no secret that the Muslim people of Somalia had for a long time suffered oppression and 

tyranny at the hands of warlords and the evil forces of atheism, and what they have inherited 

from the blind tribalism, disintegration and the successive wars. Thus the only viable solution 

was to return to the religion of Allah and to stick to it in order to escape these tragedies and 

confront the Christian Crusade with everything in their possession, in terms of preparation and 

military hardware, while remaining steadfast in the face of the obstacles and setbacks that 

accompany the Jihadi activities and reliant upon Allah, without worrying about the length of the 

road ahead or the difficulty of the journey. 

And every now and then, the conflict was being renewed and transformed; and the enemy 

assumed a role for every stage, preparing their men and whatever they needed of moral and 

material support, but with the grace of Allah, all these efforts were in vain. 
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The role of the Mujahideen, however, was not limited to the duties of Jihad and the 

confrontation of the enemy alone, but they have dedicated all their efforts to the application of 

the Shariah of Allah in all the ten regions that Allah had permitted them to govern. And as a 

result, peace soon enveloped those regions to replace the anarchy that prevailed and the 

residents attained a sense of stability and safety that once seemed unattainable. 

The unity of Muslims has been and still remains a very important issue; for when the Messenger 

Muhammad (May peace and blessings of Allah be upon him) came with the message of 

Tawheed, he found that the Arabs were scattered and divided among themselves, supporting 

one another on the basis of tribes and lineages, so he united them, may peace and blessings of 

Allah be upon him, fulfilling the call of the Qur’an: “Truly! This, your Ummah is one, and I am 

your Lord, therefore worship Me (Alone)” 

Your brothers in Somalia have become aware of the issue of unity and its importance, especially 

during these desperate times in which the enemies of the Muslim Ummah have united in order 

to implement their policy of ‘divide and conquer’ to split up the hearts and weaken the unified 

body so that they may achieve their evil objectives, i.e. the occupation of Muslim lands, the 

enslavement of their people, plundering of their wealth and abolition of their identity and 

religion. 

History has shown us that Muslims were not able to achieve glory and propagate their religion 

except through their unity and holding on to the rope of Allah; and that Muslims have never 

tasted humiliation of defeat except when they were divided. We now live at a time when the 

degree of fragmentation is at its highest level and as such our holy places in Palestine have been 

occupied and the sanctity of our blood has been violated in Iraq, Afghanistan, Pakistan, Yemen, 

Chechnya, Turkmenistan, Nigeria, and elsewhere, that is in addition to the despicable plots by 

the enemy to disrupt many lands of the Muslims such as Sudan. This tragedy, however, will not 

end except with the unification of Muslims on the basis of Islam and the methodology of Ahlu 

Sunna Wal Jama’ and not on the basis of secular nationalism. 

The significant transformation that has engulfed the Muslim world today has become widely 

apparent to all and the victories achieved by the steadfast Mujahideen in Afghanistan and their 

destruction of the evil forces, led by NATO and US, is no longer a secret. Similarly, following the 

footsteps of their brothers in Afghanistan are the heroes of Iraq, who have dealt the Americans 
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a humiliating defeat, forcing them to withdraw their troops, leaving behind a trail of destruction 

as well as the fate of their puppets from the Rafidhah sect at the hands of the Mujahideen. And 

in Yemen, the nobles rose to their feet to restore the dignity of a bruised nation, and raised the 

banner of truth. Within a short period of time, they have managed to break down the tyranny of 

one of the most arrogant infidel nations by penetrating their bastions and depleting their 

resources, thereby remaining a powerful nightmare in the minds of the Crusader. Also, we do 

not forget the heroes of Algeria and their constant struggle against the heads of disbelief and 

apostasy; for they have shaken the ground beneath their feet, destroyed their fortresses, and 

foiled their plans and wicked plots against the Muslim Ummah. 

And here we are in Somalia; and after the arrival of the invaders into this land and their 

imposition of laws upon the people, soon the sons of Islam and the battalions of Tawheed 

emerged in Somalia, under various names. There have been persistent efforts to unite the ranks 

of these groups, and with the passage of time, the numbers of groups still firmly standing in 

front of the enemy were reduced to two. After consecutive meetings and fundamental 

discussions around the methodology (Manhaj) between the leaders of Harakat Al-Shabab Al-

Mujahideen and Hizbul Islami, the long awaited day had finally come: a day of unification and 

reconciliation, a day of collaboration and unity and holding on collectively to the rope of Allah. 

And at this juncture, it pleases Harakat Al-Shabab Al-Mujahideen in the Land of Two Migrations 

– a land which is still being irrigated with the blood of its Martyrs - to announce to the Muslim 

Ummah and its vanguards waging Jihad in all the field and fronts, that Allah has permitted their 

brothers from Harakat Al-Shabab Al Mujahideen and Hizbul Islami to unite their ranks upon the 

statement of Tawheed, and to operate under the name ‘Harakat Al-Shabab Al-Mujahideen’ in 

an effort to enrage the enemies of Allah and to please the hearts of the Monotheists around the 

world. 

And this unity comes as a clear testament to the brotherhood of faith that unites between the 

hearts, combines the efforts and unifies the ranks; because the fundamental aspect of this unity 

is based upon the pure creed of Tawheed, where the exemplar is the Messenger Muhammad 

(may peace and blessing of Allah be upon him), and the methodology is the pure Shariah of 

Islam. 
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We have also agreed upon the following: 

 Working towards the establishment of the Islamic Caliphate upon the path of the 

prophet. 

 Waging Jihad in the cause of Allah to accomplish Tawheed and eradicate Polytheism 

until Allah is worshiped alone without partners 

 Confrontation of the global Zionist-Christian Crusade and its suppression.  

 Application of the Shariah of Allah and the administration of justice and elimination of 

injustice.  

 The application of the ideology of Alliance and Enmity ( Al Wala Wal Bara) 

 Restoration of the Islamic sanctities and cleansing them from the Jews, Christians and 

apostates  

 Supporting the oppressed and freeing the Muslim prisoners 

 Unification of the Muslim Ummah upon the banner of Tawheed 

 Creation of a cohesive Muslim society that is guided by a correct ideology, Islamic 

morals and Shariah 

The Mujahideen in Somalia are sending, through this action of unity and solidarity, a message to 

the Muslim Ummah that we are one nation whose banner is Islam, and that this is the only way 

to triumph over the enemies of Allah; and that this unity hasn’t been achieved except to 

exchange our wealth and souls cheaply for the sake of Allah and not to attain any status or 

benefit from anyone except Allah. 

It is also worth mentioning here that this unity came after the brothers from Hizbul Islami, 

leaders and soldiers alike, conceded and joined their brothers in Harakat Al-Shabab Al 

Mujahideen in compliance with the order of Allah: “And hold fast, all of you together, to the 

Rope of Allah, and be not divided among yourselves”, and also for the initiative to do good and 

to complete what is left in the application of Islamic Shariah Law (i.e unity), and advance the 
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Jihadi activity in the region and in order to preserve the Muslim blood and veer away from the 

likely occurrence of rifts among the Mujahideen. 

This unity sets a precedent for the contemporary Islamic activity and is an example of Sayyid 

Hassan bin Ali, may Allah be pleased with them both, of whom the Messenger of Allah, may the 

blessing of Allah be upon him and his family said:  

 “This son of mine is a Sayid (i.e. a noble) and may Allah make him the cause of reconciliation 

between two big groups of Muslims through him” (Bukhari) 

And this has been accomplished when he conceded to Muawiya bin Abi Sufyan, may Allah be 

pleased with them, in the ‘Year of Unity’ in 41 AH. Similarly, we have termed this year, 1432 AH, 

as the ‘Year of Unity’ and we ask Allah to make it indeed a year of unity for all the Mujahideen 

around the globe.  

And on this occasion, we call upon our beloved Muslim Ummah: 

Dear beloved Ummah: We give you the glad tidings that we have, by the grace of Allah, become 

a single row, unified in our ranks. Our speech is synchronized, our banner has become one and 

we are now united in our goals. We have combined our efforts and we will remain, by the will of 

Allah, a lump in the throats of Crusaders and shelter for all the vulnerable and the immigrants.  

So here are your sons in Somalia – they have become united upon clear objectives and a pure 

banner. So take up your role and uphold the trust of this unity, for only an hour’s patience is all 

that is left to achieve victory; be firm and let not Islam be defeated from your flank. 

We also extend an invitation to the people of knowledge and those who possess experiences in 

all fields to take part in the making of this victory and supporting the Muslim Ummah. And we 

call upon the Muslims with Gheerah for the sanctity of Islam and Muslims to march forth 

towards Jihad and the catch up to the convoy in order to achieve one of the two blessed goals. 

To the Vanguards of the Mujahid Ummah: 

To the Mujahideen everywhere... To the leaders in Afghanistan ...and the Islamic State of Iraq 

and to the heroes of Ansar Al-Islam in Iraq…to the commanders in the Arabian Peninsula and the 

Islamic Maghreb...to our brothers in creed in Ash-Sham and the environs of Jerusalem...to the 
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patient ones in the Caucasus and Chechnya…to the giants in the north of Nigeria...and to every 

Mujahid who took up arms in the face of the Crusaders and apostates:  

Bear these glad tidings, for the enemy has now begun to retreat and panic. So preserve the 

fruits of your Jihadi struggle and unify your ranks; and remember that the Muslim Ummah is 

waiting for us to overcome the phases of disunity and divisions which do not unify the ranks 

towards the stage of unity and collaboration that is dominated by hearing and obedience, for it 

is by collaborating together as a group through which the practical application of loyalty among 

the Muslims is achieved. Allah says:  “Those who believed, and adopted exile, and fought for the 

Faith, with their property and their persons, in the cause of Allah, as well as those who gave 

(them) asylum and aid,- these are (all) friends and protectors, one of another.” 

And from here we call upon our brothers and the crowns upon our heads in Ansar Al-Islam in 

Iraq Caliphate to please the hearts of their brothers in creed by unifying their ranks with the 

Islamic State of Iraq; for the enemy has indeed failed to penetrate your ranks except through 

the manipulation of your divisions. Ibn Masood, may Allah be pleased with him, said: “Upon you 

is to preserve unity for it is the rope of Allah that he has ordered you to cling to, and that which 

you dislike in group and obedience, is better than that which you love in division” 

 

To the Somali Muslim Nation:  

Enough of fighting and disagreements! Enough of conferences, which indeed were conspiracies, 

from the atheist assembly of the United Nations and U.S. bases in Qatar and Djibouti! Enough of 

the psychological warfare and political deceptions exercised by the enemy against you for more 

than a century in order to brainwash you! Enough..! For how long will you be deceived by 

puppet regimes and their imported constitutions? And for how long will you amuse yourself 

with your local tribal administrations and evil societies? For how long will you pursue the mirage 

disseminated through the enemy’s media that makes you think that you are fortunate when 

indeed you have lost everything? It is this that has brought us to endure the bitter invasion of 

the spiteful crusaders. 

But now the dawn of Islam has broken, and the schemes of the invaders have faded, and the 

darkness of Jahilliya (ignorance) has eroded, with the blessings of Allah who has granted our 

Ummah with people who are ready to sacrifice their blood in order to defend the religion of 
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Allah and safeguard the sanctity of the Muslims. So preserve this opportunity and do not waste 

it and take this unity with vigor so as to strengthen the efforts of your Jihad with the permission 

of Allah. 

Finally, to all those who stay behind from Jihad and use the lack of unity among the Mujahideen 

as an excuse, then here are the Mujahideen now – they have, by the grace of Allah, become 

united, so fear Allah and take up your role as there is nothing left for you to use as an excuse. 

Allah says: 

“O you who believe! What is the matter with you, that when you are asked to march forth in the 

Cause of Allah (i.e. Jihad) you cling heavily to the earth? Are you pleased with the life of this 

world rather than the Hereafter? But little is the enjoyment of the life of this world as compared 

to the Hereafter. {38} If you march not forth, He will punish you with a painful torment and will 

replace you by another people; and you cannot harm Him at all, and Allah is Able to do all 

things.{39} 

 

To the Enemy at Home and Abroad: 

You have often spent much wealth and amassed multitudes of soldiers and plotted day and 

night to overcome the Muslim Ummah and to cause dissent among us, now rejoice with ill “but 

the evil plot encompasses only him who makes it.” Here we have unified our ranks, prepared our 

might, unsheathed our swords, loaded our bullets, equipped ourselves and we have become, by 

the grace of Allah, stronger than we were yesterday. 

We ask Allah, the Exalted, to make this unity a blessed victory in which the last of the crusaders 

and their apostate puppets are defeated; and to heal the hearts of the believers and to glorify 

them with His religion and soldiers. So receive the glad tidings, O’ nation of Muhammad, of 

victory and empowerment and rejoice, O’ nation of the cross, with defeat and displacement. 
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